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You can contact us if you want to 

order some copies  

louise.desmares@havas.com 

WALMART STAYING POWER  

Our book is available!

mailto:maxime.sabot@havas.com


THE VOICE OF REVOLUTION  

We have just released our new book.  

You can get your copies now   

louise.desmares@havas.com 

mailto:maxime.sabot@havas.com


Edito

Our monthly round-the-world tour covering the hottest retail topics. 
For retailers today, personalizing the shopping experience has never 
been this important. It is fundamental for brands to offer a seamless 
shopping experience, where the transaction is now merged with 
entertainment/gaming. It's not about " sedating " consumers but about 
making their lives easier and offering them memorable experiences. 
This is how a real bond is created between the consumer and the 
brand, and the consumer becomes almost a fan, an ambassador of the 
brand. 
New virtual commerce features such as the Metaverse and NFT, give 
consumers the opportunity to connect with the brand in a whole unique 
and meaningful way. The brand is expanding its ecosystem and at the 
same time its area of expression.  

h/commerce, Havas group consulting offer dedicated to retail, follows 
and shares with you the most striking evolutions in the global retail 
industry.h/commerce’s monthly Newsletter gives you an in-depth look 
into the retail ecosystem to decipher new trends: store check, data, 
strategies analysis, innovations. 
This Newsletter is part of a collection of thematic reports that aims at 
providing keys to understand new trends and retailers strategies.
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1/ ADS  
OF THE MONTH



AMAZON ALEXA -  “Mind Reader” 
ALEXA turns the criticism of its intrusiveness into an 
opportunity to promote its cutting-edge technology via self-
deprecation 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d0UEAr8I9G8


UBER EATS - Uber Don’t Eats 
A strong creative way to promote the extension of Uber Eats’ 
range of services

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ri-rXPw5Cnk


GOPUFF - Gopuff Quartertime Show 
Gopuff Quartertime Show is designed to deliver entertainment 
as fast as Gopuff delivers everyday essentials 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDhhu_ZxjiE


DORITOS - Flamin' Hot 
Doritos has chosen to stage animals in a slightly absurd 
context to make fans smile and react 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCLPiIAKqZY


SALESFORCE - Team earth  
« It is not time to escape, it is time to engage »: the ad makes 
fun of Jeff Bezos to show a strong commitment to the planet 
restoration rather than new frontiers in space

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tIp251KCz6k


SAM’S CLUB - Very Important Person 
Walmart, through exaggeration is showing that the very proud 
Sam’s Club member is a true ambassador of Sam's Club 
membership 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-scnlFAuAQM


FTW - Don’t miss out  
Larry David represents the skeptical consumer who would 
rather look at the trend from afar than experience it while 
there is still time - a real mirror image of retail’s transformation 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=noekVG8XLQI


IN A NUTSHELL 

Like every year the Super Bowl is also the advertising event that 

everyone is waiting for.  

This ads’ selection is representative of the current 

transformations that are shaking up the world of commerce: 

quick commerce, voice commerce, personalization…  

This year, the tone of the adverts broadcast is quite uniform.  

Indeed, many advertisers have chosen this year the absurd and 

self-deprecation so there are a few less committed or even 

emotional ads.  

  



2/ 
NEWS FROM 
LEADERS



Walmart is addressing 
today’s commerce 
challenges and is growing 
stronger than ever

WALMART REVENUE 2021



FY22, total revenue was $572.8 billion, 

up 2.4% from $559.15 billion in fiscal 

2021. 

For Q4 FY22, total revenue was $152.9 

billion, led by strength in Walmart U.S. 

with 5.6% comp sales growth.

WALMART TOTAL REVENUE 2021  
suggests a bright future for the retailer 

https://www.supermarketnews.com/retail-financial/walmart-turns-strong-us-performance-fiscal-2022



Walmart's eCommerce sales in 

the U.S. grew 11.0% (and 90% 

over a two-year period). They are 

approaching 13% of total sales.

 The number of orders delivered 

from stores increased  + 170 % 

in 2021 vs 2020.

Walmart's total U.S. sales increased 6.4%  

($393.2 billion, up 15.0% over two years).

WALMART TOTAL SALES 2021, 
Ecommerce is flourishing 

https://www.supermarketnews.com/retail-financial/walmart-turns-strong-us-performance-fiscal-2022



WALMART+ 

has 11.5 million members. Just over a quarter of 

Walmart.com customers in the U.S. subscribe to 

Walmart+.

WALMART + MEMBERSHIP FIGURES 2021 
Show a solid member base 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi58ObQq5v2AhULrxoKHX-

ZCKsQFnoECAUQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2022%2F02%2F24%2Fwalmart-kicks-off-exclusive-sales-event-for-walmart-

members.html&usg=AOvVaw0f1J9weQdjdG_W-2oVQA3f



3/ 
GLOBAL RETAIL 
NEWS & STORIES



A commerce industry still 
obsessed with the Metaverse and 

its digital transformation 



BOOHOO HAS BEEN SEEN IN THE METAVERSE AT A PARIS 
HILTON SHOW  

Boohoo entered the Metaverse though advertising at 

a Paris Hilton Fashion Show.  

The fashion brand bought two billboards at the virtual 
‘Paris World’, hosted on the Roblox platform.  
This platform allows users to play games and to meet 
each others through avatars. 
The company is the first one to advertise during Fashion 
Week. 

This case show us that advertising can take the same 
forms in the real world and the virtual world, sometimes 
there is no need to adapt, it is possible to duplicate. 

Source: Retail Gazette

https://www.retailgazette.co.uk/blog/2022/02/boohoo-enters-metaverse-with-paris-hilton-campaign/



GUCCI GAINS GROUND ON THE METAVERSE 

The rapper Snoop Dogg was recently featured in a Gucci campaign, 

wearing a green satin suit.  

This partnership inspired Gucci to create a new avatar, Doggy, which 
made its debut in the Metaverse Sandbox. 
 This creation is part of a series of 10,000 Doggies, NFTs featuring the 
singer in different incarnations. "Blue", "Alien", "Zombie", "Robot".... 
these avatars are divided into thematic categories that refer to different 
levels of scarcity. 
The owners of these Doggies will be able to use them to evolve within 
Sandbox and will have the possibility, if they wish, to capitalize on their 
scarcity by reselling them on the OpenSea marketplace.

Source:  Journal du Luxe

https://journalduluxe.fr/fr/mode/gucci-snoop-dogg-nft-sandbox

Gucci provides its support and visibility for a 10-day event called 

Achille Lauro Superstar. 

The ambition of this event is to celebrate the release of the latest album of 
the artist Achille Lauro who will represent the Republic of San Marino in the 
next edition of Eurovision.  
This virtual experience will mix fashion and music in a virtual space 
designed by the luxury brand. Three virtual concerts of Achille Lauro will be 
offered on the Metaverse Roblox. This is not the brand's debut on Roblox.  
The luxury brand has recently announced to strengthen its presence in web 
3.0 via various operations: a new collaboration with NFTs, an opening of a 
Discord account or the acquisition of a virtual land within Sandbox.

Source:  Journal du Luxe

https://journalduluxe.fr/fr/mode/gucci-roblox-achille-lauro



CARREFOUR ACQUIRES A PLOT OF LAND IN SANDBOX 
METAVERSE

120 Ethereum, or about €300,000 have been invested to 

acquire a 36-hectare plot of land in the Sandbox metaverse. 

For Élodie Perthuisot, Carrefour's director of digital 
transformation, this is "a plot of land to be at the heart of the 
Metaverse topic, to experiment, to understand the evolutions of 
retail and consumption that will come." 

"This blockchain-based game allows individuals and companies 
to buy land and exploit it as they see fit," Le Figaro. 

Source: Figaro

https://www.retailgazette.co.uk/blog/2022/02/john-lewis-trials-new-electric-vehicles-across-its-home-services-fleet/



CASINO IS ALSO ENTERING SANDBOX METAVERSE

Casino has developed a gaming experience on 

Sandbox.  

Some time ago Casino approached Sandbox to 
purchase plots in the new virtual world. The gaming 
experience was developed by the agency Bem Builders 
for LeaderPrice Club customers.  
 This new feature should be available next spring. 
It is a food-themed game. Players will be able to win 
vouchers and discounts to spend online.  
The Metaverse is an opportunity for retailers to create a 
link between physical and digital spaces through 
entertainment.

Source: Cointribune

https://www.cointribune.com/tribunes/tribune-des-lecteurs/the-sandbox-groupe-casino/



L’OREAL IS ALSO FOLLOWING THE VIRTUAL MOVEMENT AND 
INSERTS ITSELF INTO THE METAVERSE AND NFTS 

According to a report by the World Intellectual 

Property Organization, the cosmetics group L’Oréal 

has registered 17 of its brands in the digital world. 

These include brands such as Kiehl's, It Cosmetics, 
Urban Decay, Pureology, Cerave and Maybelline.  
Concerning 8 of these registrations, L’Oréal indicated its 
ambition to let users to buy, sell and trade virtual 
cosmetics in the metaverse. 
For now, L’Oréal has not talked about it. However, this 
group halfway between luxury and beauty is more than 
legitimate and even forced to invest in the virtual world 
to stay in the race. The big players who will avoid virtual 
commerce risk losing consumers who are looking for 
entertaining, memorable and even hybrid consumer 
experiences. 

Source: Journal du Luxe 

https://journalduluxe.fr/fr/beaute/l-oreal-metavers-nfts



TikTok’s owner, ByteDance, is now testing a metaverse-like 

social network app called Party Island. 

It happened after Baidu launched the first metaverse social app, 
Xirang, last year.  
For now, Paiduidao app is only available for users with an 
invitation code. It is designed to let users interact in a virtual 
community. This virtual world allows people to meet up, chat 
and join events in real-time, but through avatars. 

BAIDU IS JOINING THE METAVERSE RACE WITH A NEW APP 

https://jingdaily.com/bytedance-metaverse-social-app/



Some players are pursuing their 
sustainable transformation in 

parallel 



MANGO IS TARGETING AMBITIOUS SUSTAINABILITY GOALS  
FOR 2025 

Mango is committing to use 100% recycled polyester by 

2025.  

Mango is accelerating towards its sustainability targets to reach 
them in the next few years.  
In addition to recycled polyester, Mango is also ensuring that all 
cellulosic fibers will come from verified and traceable sources.  

In Retail Detail Magazine, Mango CEO Toni Ruiz is promoting 
Mango’s commitment to use fibers with a lower impact on the 
environment.  

The brand has today no choice but to accelerate its 
transformation to become sustainable. Sustainability is now a 
mandatory and no longer an option or a brand positioning.  

https://www.retaildetail.eu/en/news/fashion/mango-aims-use-recycled-polyester-exclusively-2025

Source: Mango



H&M IS JOINING THE FASHION FOR GOOD PROJECT 

H&M is becoming one of the Fashion for Good partners.  

Fashion for Good project is a circularity initiative aiming at 
developing «  more effective infrastructure to recycle textile 
waste to drive circularity in post-consumer textiles  », Retail 
Gazette.  
The project aims at identifying the composition of textiles in 
order to improve the current material sorting system. This one is 
still not precise enough because it is based on manual data 
entry from unreliable labels.  
The final perspective will be to develop a platform that will allow 
textile "sorters" to connect textile waste to recyclers.  

Some of Fashion for Good partners working towards Sourcing 
for Circularity goal: Inditex, Adidas, Bestseller, Levi Strauss & Co. 

In the future more discarded textiles should be treated as 
resources and not as waste. This kind of collaboration could 
change the current textile economy into a true circular economy. 

https://www.retailgazette.co.uk/blog/2022/02/hm-group-joins-fashion-for-goods-circularity-project/

Source: Fashion for Good 



JOHN LEWIS IS TESTING ELECTRIC VEHICLES 

This new partnership initiated by John Lewis aims at 

replacing its own fleet with electrical vehicles.  

Flexible Power Systems is the electric vehicle technology 
specialist supporting John Lewis project.  
The company is targeting the transitioning of 4,000 cars, vans 
and light trucks to electric vehicles by 2030.  
This new step is in line with John Lewis broader commitment to 
get a fossil free fleet by 2030.  
In addition all HGV that should be running on biomethane by 
2028 and its delivery and home services fleet should be 
electrified by 2030.  
These moves are part of John Lewis ambition to move 
completely away from fossil fuels by 2030.  

https://www.retailgazette.co.uk/blog/2022/02/john-lewis-trials-new-electric-vehicles-across-its-home-services-fleet/

Source: Retail Gazette



Contextual commerce is  
on the rise



In France, a few weeks after the announcement of the 

collaboration between Brut. and Carrefour to launch a joint 

live shopping offer, Konbini and Lidl are coming together to 

offer a similar service.  

These two disrupters could indeed find common interests in the 
launch of a contextual commerce offer.  
Lidl for the release of the Parkside multifunction tool asked Seth 
Gueko, to teach a DIY to the audience of Konbini. Integrating 
shopping functionalities within a content platform, significantly 
facilitates the consumer's journey thanks to seamless 
transactions.  
Competition is tough in food retailing. Retailers need to take 
position quickly, before trends become mandatories.  
No official announcement has been made yet by the two 
players. 

IN FRANCE, KONBINI & LIDL ARE BUILDING A POTENTIAL 
PARTNERSHIP ON A LIVE SHOPPING OFFER 

https://twitter.com

Source: Twitter



WE NEED YOUR HELP!  

We would like to start involving more often the h/commerce community. 

So, the aim is to share your thoughts and analysis on the retail market 

evolution/transformation with our entire network inside this monthly 

newsletter. 

So please, if you have something to share with us (a trend, an issue, a case, a 

study...) feel free to get in touch!  

louise.desmares@havas.com 

THANKS FOR YOUR HELP  

> See an example

mailto:louise.desmares@havas.com


THE ARTICLE OF LIANNE ON SUSTAINABLE RETAIL IN THE JUNE ISSUE OF 

THE NEWSLETTER:  

To read Lianne’s article > 

https://spark.adobe.com/page/aMLiYcVnT229q/



If you know someone who wants to subscribe: 

https://forms.office.com/r/eRdAEhB6Tk

https://forms.office.com/r/eRdAEhB6Tk






h/commerce continuously 
monitors markets, anticipates 
changes in future behaviors and 
identifies insights that impact retail: 
thematic dossiers. 

workshop

How the world’s largest retailer turned to a click 

& mortar model to fight back against Amazon.



commerce
Contact: hcommerce@havas.com 


